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CHAPTER 1 - BASIC PRINCIPLES

1-1. An ammeter of the moving-iron type is shown in Figpre 1-1. The curved
soft iron piece is drawn into the stationary coil. This motion is opposed by the ,

torsional spring. The inductance of the coil is L 8 + 250 micro henries where
is deflection in radians.

.

1-2.

F 1. tA

tt.4.

a) Show that the instrument measures the root mean square
value of the current.
b) Find the spring constant, K, for a 1200 deflection of
the point& when 5 amperes rms current flows.
c) tf coil resistance is 0.01 ohms, what will be the voltage
drop _across the ammeter when 5 amperes at 50 hz through
the ammeter?
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Figure 1-2 depicts the movement..of an electrostatic voltmeter used to
measute relaHvely high voltage from high impedance sources. Application of
voltage causes the moveable plate to entet the spacing between the fixed plates.
The position of the. moveable plate with no voltage applied is where it is just
about to enter the space between the fixed plates.

a) For a maximum d.c. :voltage of
pointer rotation, find K, the spring

,tne various parameters.
b) What will be the deflection for

, Assume a sinwidar voltage Vm
What will the deflection be?
d) When a d.c. voltage of v41 is Impressed, the ,angular
deflection is, given by:

Vd and w radicins of
con;tant in terms of

any voltage V?
tin w t is impressed.

-t/1"

Calculate the energy extracted from the soui.ce, the energy stbred in
the spring and the energy stored in the capacitance. Is ener§y conserved <here?

1-3. The rotor and stator of a simplified 4 pole machine are shown in Figure 1-3.

1

NItkx a*.A=;1-- B

I.

Manufacturing tolerances result in an axial "placement of the rotor
as showiii above. Machine dimensions are:

= 0.025 meters
D = 0.250 meters

5

= 0.85 webers/m'eter2
1 radian
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)1f the slots are neglected, the air' gap length A can, be considered constartt.
Neglect fringing of the' flux. Find the axial force tending to correct the misalignment.

1-4. A cylindricdl magnet structure iw shown 4n Figthe 1-4. The moveable plunger
has a cross sectional aiva of 25 x 10- meters . It slides horizontally through a
circular opening in ttie magnetic housing. The air gap between plunger and housing
is negligible.

3
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The-magnetic material is of extremely high permeability and saturates
abruptly at 1.5 webers/meter2.

a) Determine an analytical expression for the static force on the
plunger as a function of gap length, noting that a saturation flux
density wiRpoccur. Plot force vs gap length.
b) If the plunger moNTs slowly from a gap length of 1.5 cm to
the fully closed posltioa\ what mechanical work is done?
c) If the plunger moves,so quickly from an initkil gap of
1.5 cm that the flux linkages of the coil remain constant
during motion how much mechanical work is done?

1-5. An elementary reluctance motor is shown in Figure 1-5.

01/
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The sir'iusoidalccurrent, i, of angular velocity causes an instantaneOus

flux;, , ai: 0,

.40,11 cos tot I

%The instantaneous reluctance ( kis alfunction of rotor position,
If a sinusoklal variation of (jis assumed

1

(64 cos 2 0
o

where the d and q subscripts denote rotor position along the d axis, or stator
axis and in quadrature with the stator axis.

a) Show that for net averatie torque to be produced the rotor
angular velocity Must equal the. electi:kal angular velocity,
i.e. to =
b) Show that Tave, the average value. of torque, is given by

1 2Tave - 15. Sin Oci sin 2 6

c) For a winding of negligible Nrest-stance and energized
from a sinusoidal voltage source of rms value V, it can be
shown that:

V = 4.44 f Nom

Also, from the definition of inductance, 1:

I14I) N2
I NI a

where e is electrical frequency and N is the ember of turns
. winding.

flok,,

comprising the

For a reluctance motor with stator winding N = 2000 turns,
Ld 1.25 h, Lq = 0.5 h energized froir a 60, hz, 120 volt rms soui-ce,
calculate the torque developed.

1-6'. Figure 1-6 depicts, in cross section, a machine with rotor wind FF' and
two identical stator windings aa' and bb' which are in quadrature.

6
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The self inductances of the stator windings are La = Li, and the S'elf
inductance of the rotor winding is If henrys. The mutual inductances Laf and
tbf are:

##

Lar = I. cos 0 Lbf L sin e

The resistance of each stator winding is r ohms.
-

a) Find a general expression for instantaneous torque as a function
of ia, ib, if, e and the inductances:
b) If the rotor is stationary at 0 = 0 and constant currents of
value ia = ib = if are applied, what is the initial torque.?
What is the final angle. of the rotor?
c) What is the maximum torque that can be developed for
constant currents ia = ib = if? At what angle does this occui-?
d) Assume the rotor is excited by constant current If and the
stator windings are excited by sinusoidal currents with, a time
separation of 71/2 radians. Thus;

ia = I cosp t

ib I sih cot

Nie angle- es is gi'ven by:

, 0 =coat -

where 6 is,the position of the rotor at,t = 0. We now have an elementary
cylindricalirotot 'polypha5e.(2) motor. What relationship betweent to apd'w
must exist if average torque is produced?

.".V
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e) What is the value of the average torque under the conditions,
of d).
f) Find 'an jexpression for the instantaneous terminal voltage
applied to windings aas and blys. -)

1-7. Figure 1-7 depicts a tvio phase polyphase. synchronous machine with
salient rotor, rather than a cylindrical rotor as in problem 1-6. -

3 0t_

a-

y-rotolr s-(re -0 -e

S1-0(tAr-

6

BecaUse of the nonuniform aie gap the self and mutual inductances of
the stator windings arunctions of the rotor position as is the mutual induaances
of the rotor. The self inductance of the rotor is constant. The inductances are:

La = Lo + L cos 20

Lb = Lo - L cos 20

Lab L sin

Lai = M cos

Lbf = M sin

Li = Li

The rotor is excited with a direct current' lf. The currents in the
'stator windings are:

'

= /72- J. cos tot ib =1I-1 sin tit

htt
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The rotor is-revolving at speed w =w and rotor position is:

= toot -

where 6 is -rotor position at t = 0. Show that the average torque is,a constant
(not a function of time) and is :eomposed of a component proportional to sin V,
and a component proportional to sin 26. The latter is 'the "reluctance" torqUe
and, the former is the "synchronous" torque.

4),
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CHAPTER II - TORQUE AND VOLTAGE CONCEPT3-\

2-1. A d.c. machine is tested by driving at 1200 rpm and exciting the field
winng with 1.5 amperes. The "open circuit" armature voltage is 200 volts'.
The armature resistance is measured as 0.10 ohms. A resistance load of 2.5
ohms is connected across the armature circuit and the field current Is adjusted
to cause a current of 100 amperes to flow in the 2.5 ohm load. Speed is
constant at 1200 rpm.

a) What is the value of field Current necessary?
b) What is the electrical power output of the machine'?
c) What is the mechanical powir input to the machine?

2-2. The armature of the ma ire from 2-1 is cOnnected across a 250 voltit
d.c. source to run as a motor The field is excited with 1.5 amperes. A

torque load of 15 newton meters is connected to the shaft. The speed will
adjust isefif to permit the flow of the necessary magnitude of armature current
which in turn results in the proper value of shaft torque.

,a) What is the armature current?
b) What is the resulting speed?
c) If the field excitation is increased
torque is maintained constant what are
state current and speed?
d) If the torque is reduced to 19 newton meters and the
excitation maintained at 2.0 amperes what are the values of
speed and armature current?
e) If the torque is 10 newton metersothe field excitation at
2.0 amperes,and the applied source voltage is reduced to
125 volts d.c, what are the values of speed and armatuie
current?

to 2.0 amperes and the
the new values of steady

2-3. a) ComparA the ,effect on the speed of a d.c. motor of varyiAg the
line voltagewith that of varying only the armature terminal vOltage,
so that the field Current remains fixed. -

b) Compare both these effec% with that of varying only the.
field current, the armature terminal voltage rema.inng fixed.

2-4. State how the armature current arid speed of a d.c. motor would be
affected by each of the f011owing changes in the operating conditions: (In
each case, only brief quantitative statements of the Order of magnitude of
the changes are desired, e.g., "speed approximately +laird").

a) Halving the armature terMinal voltage, the field current and
load torque remaining constant.
b) Halving'the armature terminal voltage, the field current
and horsepower output remaining constant.
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, c) 'Doubling the field flu*, tho armature tus inal voitage ond load-- 1.

'. ortiue remainirib constant., !
, .

d)-- tia,Mng both the field flux and armatur, termina 4oltage, the
'hOrsepower output remaining conskint. 7 ..

t
-

e). Halvilig 'the armatdre terminal Voltd ,.. the:field- flux remaining
constant and th!) load tOrque varying as.; b square'of the. speed.

A smallevelernentary, generator is depicted/in Figurek, 275.

1

Coils aa' and bb' represent concentrated coils of 10 turns each. All
the films in each coil are connected in series and the coils conneCted as shown
in (b) to form a.2 phase system. The flux resulting from each pole is sinusoidally
distributed in space and is 50. megaliner per pole. The rotor is driven at MO rpm.

a) Find the rms -generated voltage to neutral.
b) ,Determine the line-line rms voltage.
c) What 'is the frequency of the generated voltage?
d) Take zero time as the instant when the positive flux linkages
(fram a N pole) with aa' are a-maximum. Write a consistent set
of' time equations for the two phase voltages aa' and bb'.
e), Write a cOnsistent set of time equations for the voltages a'-b'
and b'-a'.

2-6. A motor has its rOtor supplied with direct current and its stafor (armature)
with alternating current from a constant voltage source. The load "on thol motor is
a constant torque load. Describe the effect of increasing the field curient on the
followings -

a) The magnitude of the resulting flux wave.
b) The magnitude of the armature current.
c) The magnitude of the armature 6urrent iq phase with
voltage.
d) The space angle between armature mmf and resultant

12

the armature

flux -wave.
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tHAPTER III -TORQUE,AtID VOLTAM CONCEPTS, Cont'd 10

3-1. d.c. machine rated 250 volts, 1750.rpm, 4 pble has 2 parallel.'poths through
the armature. The armature has 35 slots with 6. coil sides per slotand 2 turns per
coil. . The average length of gni, tum is 2.5 feet and the conductor has a resistance

of).0 ohm per, 1000'feet.

a) Find the flux per pole44: prodUce 250 blIs at faired speed. ,

b) Determine ttieresistan.ce armciture.

c) The machine is to be "operaied os a generator supplYing -50

amperes(ilkito a load, If the voltage drop is 2.0 volts across the
carbon biushes and the termlnal voltage,- i.e., voltage across. the

. load, is 250 volts what value of flux rei pole is required?
(speed or 1750 rPm).
d) If the flux per pole was at the value in a) what speed would
be'necessary to supply. 5,0 ampqes at 250 Volts terminO1 soltage?
e) If the machine was running as a moto'r with 250 volts applied
and the load such that 50 amPeres of armature current resulted, what

value of flux per pole. would yield a speed of 1500 rpm?
f) What is the torque developed under the conditions of e)?

3-2. The full load torque angle of a synchronous motor at rated voltage and
frequency is n/6 electrical radians. -Neglect the effects of armature resistance
and leakage reactance and 'consider _that fiekl excitation remains constant. How

will the torque angle be affected by the,following?

a) Frequency reduced 15%, load torque
b) Frequency ;reduced 95%, load power
c) Applied voltage reduced 10%.
cl) Frequency and appiied-voltage reduced
load torque constant. -
e) Frequency 'and applied voltage reduced
load 'power constant.

constant.
constant.

15% with

15% with
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CHAPTER IV - D.C. MACHINES

4-1.. A 100 kw, 250 volt d.c. generator has an armature resistance of ,0.025 ohms.
Armature inductance .is 0.01 henries. Brush drop q negligible. Field resistance is
25 ohms, field inductance is 2 henries. The generator is.driven at 0 cOnstant speed
of. 1200 rpm...On open, circuit, a skint field current of 5.0 amperes results in rated
voltage -at the termina Is.' The shunt field has -1000 turns:.

-

a) -; For the :0ecly state, condtion',. find;;ari.e.ikp(sssian, for. Hold

\tik current a's`.a function of- loed .current for, constant termirial-vOltage ;
of 250 volts äs loa+ varies from 0 -to 150% of rated.
b), A load of R = 0.025 ohms resistance and 0.1 henrys Inductance
is switched Anto the armature cir-cuit at t = 0. Find.the terminal
voltage as a .function of time if the speed, and field excitation
remilns ,constant.

4-2.. Consider the generator of problem 4-1 to be connected as a self excited
generator with 25 ohms of external resistance connected in series with the field
winding. With the field circuit open and the generator driven at rated speed
the terminal voltage is 10 volts. This is due to residual magnetism. At t =
the field circuit is- connecled across the armattne terminals. ForAutate an
algorithm for q digital computer which willb find terminal voltage as a function

,

of time.

4-3. An additional field circuit to be crnected in series with the armature-is to
be aided to the machine hi problem 4-1. This winding has 4 turns and a
resistance of 0:D01 ohms. What resistance should be placed in parallel with
this "series" field in order to provide the amount of current through the series
field which will result in additional exciat?on such that the terminal voltage is
250 volts at both no load and at rated load? The machine is then "flat
compounded". What is the terminal voltage at 50% load2 At 150% load?

4-4. An adjustable speed d.c. shunt motor for a rolling mill has the following
constants and ratings:

1030 hp. at 750 rpm, 1400 amperes
- 303 hp at 225/rpm, 420 amperes

600 Volts
armature resistance = 0.02 ohm
armature inductance = 0.0008 h
Wr2 = 30,030 lb-ft2 (diotor and load)

it is desired to study the speed transient after sudden application of full
load torque. Assume that the mafor is initially unloaded, i.e., ia = 0, and the
torque applied -to be independent of speed. Find w(t) for operation at both maximum
and minimum speed., What is the difference in the character of the response bt the
two speedi'll)

6
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4-5. A d.c. shunt motor with constant field eXcitation has it s speed cont7O1led by

a single step of resistance, R,honnected in series with the armature. Load torque
4sof the form Ti=kw and aymature.inductance must be consyered. At t = 0, R

short circuited so that speed increafes. Find w(t) for the general cdse,and sketch
the form Of the IolUtion if the system 4.overdamped.

. .

*4.4., A, dic. Totor v<ith'cOliskarit excitotion, an inertit/.1o6c1 only, and negligible
'arMature indubtance kiniflally dt rdst..* At t' 0, a-itepOoltage is impressed dn
the armatOre. Find the- energy dissipated in the arinatbre bircuit at heat during the'
period the motor accelerates to steady state speed. ,Express your ansWer in terms of
stored energy in the rotr. Note .that at steady state -speed,.(A) = WK. Assume the
motor is running in one direction with rated voltage applied. The motor is reversed
in direCtion 4 appliing opposite- polarity armature voltage to the rotor. Calculate
energy expended in the armature resistance under this.,iondition. Thit is referred
to as "plugging. Compare the two valuesrof, energy expended an'd draw a
conclusion about the severity of reversing dutY.

4-7. A d.c. series motor operates at '750 rpm with a line current( of 80 amperes
from a 230 voli source. Tolel armature circuit resistance is 0.25 Jahms; This

inclUdes the series field resistance. Because .of nonlinearity of ihe magnetic -ciicuit,
the flux at a current of 20 amperes is 40% of that resulting from a current of
80 amperes." What% the speed at 20 amperes', 230-volts?

4-8. A d.c. series motor drives a constant t rque load (torque required is
independent 'of speed). Neglect armature c uit resistance and saturation effects.

a) If the applied voltage is decreased froM 100% to 75% of
rated, what is the percentage of change ir) speed?
b) Repeat.a) except for a d.c. shun t motor rather than the
series type.

4-9. An automatic starter is to be designed for 9 15 hp, 230 volt motor
whose armature circuit resistance is 0.16 ohms. The field circuit resistance is
115 ohms. When delivering rated hp output armature current is 56 amperes.
When loaded until armature current is 32 amperes, motor speed Is 1100 rpm.

The motor is connected to a load which requires torque proportionaj 1to
speed and takes 15 hp at rated speed. The starter is to connect the field circuit
across 230 volts but to insert sufficient resistance in series to limit the armature
current to 125 amperes and when it falls to-56 amperes some resistance is to be
cut out to,maintain the current always between 125 and 56 amperes during _the

starting period. Determine the number of steps of resistdnce required and the
resistance of each of,the steps.

is
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4-10. .A d.c. shunt _motor driying a Constant- torqUe load qt steady state speedos
is to be*opped by "dynamic braking". This is accomplished by instantaneously
switching the armature terminals from, the source-to a braking resistor with field
excitation maintained constant. The scheme h shown in Figure 4-10.

\

13
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Bria,kivq

Rnd an expression forw(t)i during braking. Neglect all damping othir`
lhan that due. to power expended in ra, R.

r
4-11. Figure 4-11 illustrates a "shunted vrmature" connection used to.obtain a
specific speed Morgue characteristic in a d.c. shunt motor." Find an expresSion '-
for the steady state sp*d 'torque relationship if armature resistance is negligible.
Sketch the relationship 'Indicating limiting values of speed and torque.

'w

r.144/c.
1.

P

4-124 Figure 4-12 illustrates a shunted armature connection for use with a series
'motor. Repeat 4-11 for the series Motor.

,
1 6
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4-13. A d.c. series motot hos the following rating and pcnameters:

% ',_

150 hp, 600. volts, 600 rpm, 206 amperes
.

brush voltage drop = 2 volts
armature resistanpe =0.04 ohms
armature ainduetance 2e 4.03 henry
series field. railstrwe =.0.105 ohms
series-field Iiiductancelr -0.08 henry /

*It is tested by 'driving it with ailothei motor at 400 rpm and passing
216 amperes (from on external source) through the ssries field. The resulting'
open circuit voltc'406 is measured as 400 volts.

a) What is the full load efficiency?
b) How does this subdivide into copper loss (electriCal) and
rqtating loss (mechanical)?
c) Find the steady state speed torcjue characteristic.
d) Repeat (c) if the series field is shunted \by a 0,105 ohm
resistor.

,4-14. By using a computer, determine w(t) if rated torque is connected and the motor frr
4-13 is energized wig' 150 volts for 15 seconds and then full voltage (600 volts)
is aPplied. Total W1c4 = 45000 lb-ft2.

4-715. Bids-are requested for a d.c. mOtor, for a pump drive. The pump specifica-
tions call. for a drive speal of 850 rpm, 820 gal of water per minute at 85'feet
ead. Pump efficiency is to be 70%.

a), Based on 1 gal of water weighing 8332 lb, determine the size
of the motor to be bid.

Two bids are receiye . The firgt is for $600 for the motor whkh has
an efficiency of 90%. The seco is for a motor .priced at $500 but with an
efficiericy -of 88%. The pump wil operate 6 days/week, 14 hours/day. Energy

cost is $0.03 kw hr.

b) Evaluate the two bids aiid justify the purchase of one or therother.

4-16. A 1,700-rpm centrifugal pump; driven by a 50-hp shunt motor, discharges
200 ft3 of. water d minute against a head of 90 ft.. Under these conditions, the..
following data are taken:

4

Motor termiral voltage = 228,volts
'Motor field current" = 3.25 amperes
Motor armature currenf = 195 amperes
Motor spa 1,700 Ppm

:

1 7
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When the pump is disconnected from the motor, the following data ore

Motor terminal voltage = 230 volts
Motor armatuce current 10 amperes
'Motor'field'cuiTAnt = 3.57f amp
Motor. speed ar 1,700, rpm

,

Motor-arinature circuit resistance at operating temperature. exclusive of
brushes is 0.100 ohm. Voltage drop at the _brushes can be token as 2 volts.

What h the efficiency of the jaump?

4-17, In continuous rolling milli, the rolls through which the bar passes during
rolling are in tandem with each stand, or roll, driven by a motor. D.C. Motors.
are used because of the OCtse with which they can be controlled. The transient
changes of the motor speed under suddenly applied loads'as_ the bar enters one
stand after another may seriously affect the quality of the product. In particular,
the impact speed drop which occurs at the maximum of the transient oscillatioh 15 9

of maior imper tance. For analysii purposes, consider a single motor suppfied by cY
d.c. source. The riaotor separately,-excited and compensated so"-that armature
reaction effe&s are'negligible. With the mOtor running without external load `and
the system in the steady state, a bar, enters the stand dt t 0, cgusing the load-
torque to be increased suddenl ). from zero to T. The foi\:::wing numerical values
apply:

te,

Source voltape = 390 Volts
Arniature circuit inductance, L 0.0077. henry,
Armature circuit resistance R = 0.035 ohm
Moment of inertia of motor armature and connected rolls,

all _referred to mdtOr speed, .1,= 42.2 kg-rn2
Electromechanical conversion constant for motor,

Km = 4.23 newton-m/amp
No-lood armature current; io = 35 amp
Suddenly applied torque, T = 2,040 newton-rn

Determine the following quantities:

a) ,The undamped angular frequency
oscil lotions .
6) The damPing ratio of the system.
c) The time constant of the system,
d) "The initial speed, in rpm.
e) "The initiOl acceleration, in rpm
f) The ultimate speed drop, in rpm
g) The impact speed drop; in tpm.

of the transient

ih seconds.

per second.
.

cs,

tf
1°8

speed

+TO

as



. CHAPTER V -:'CROS'S Fil.1}1s4ACHRIES

5-1. A 1 Kw..metaciyne hot the following constants

control field resistance rf is 25 ohms
'control field inductance If = 5 henry
01-d1 .10 Kd Et 240
armaittre circuit resistances r =

. 9
K9 iv 12°

negrect armature circuit time constants

rd 22 4 .ohms

This unit supplies a..50'ohm eesistance load at a

b)

5r2. Repaat
is utilized to

16

voltage of 150 volts.

What is ihe power input to t he'control field.
What is the amplification.

for an amplidyne configuration, i.e., a compenpting winding
counteract the demagnetizing effect of the d axis current.

5-3. The metadyno of 5-1 has a constant voltage, applied to the field circuit
and the load resistanee is varied from 0 to 100 ohms. Plot tlie ratio of load
voltage to Field voltage as a ,function of load resistance. Plot the output power
as a function of load resistance.

54. The Metadyne 'of 5-1 supplies power to a 40johm load and is in the steady
state. The field vottage is 25 volts. At t = 0 the _voltage is increased.by a
step function increase up to-50 volts. Find the load current as a FunCtion of time.

5-5. The amplidyne configuration of the metadyne is often used to provide
oxcitation for conventional ac or dc generators. Rather simple circuitry. can be
incorporated to include automatic- voltage regulation. §ych a system is shown
in Figure 5-1.

"
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The machine consttInts are as follows:

Vt rated vc 250 volts
Ro = 0 03125 ohms

9
tag iz neglhigible

Lr 1919 la 1 henry/

AmRlidyne: rf 411 20 ohms -Kd = 30 volts/amP,
Lf 2 henry K = 60 volts/amR .

rd = 4 ohms
r = 4 ohms

The quadrature axis armature time constant is negligible and Ld << Lfg

a) Find the value of Vr to yield a steady state value of
terminal oltage, Vt = 250 volts when the generatdr is
delivering rated output.
b) For the value of VI. in a), whaf is the no load terminal

K
9

= voltage constant = 25 volts/amp.

voltage?
c) What is the voltage regulation with and without the

rY?
damped

distu
damping
time constant

regulator circuit
d) Wirt is the
in Vt f011owing
e) What is the
,f) What is the

lar v!slocity of the oscillations
ce?

ta o of the response?
f the response?

5-6. In the deriyation of t he equations for crOss field machines it was assumed
that the time constants associated with the D and Q axis were negligible.
Derive the transfer function, Va(s)/Nies) if these time constants are not negligible.
Construct the block dtagrdm for this condition.

v

5-7. Assume an amplidYne with the _folloWing parameters.

= 0.05
T = 0.333

rd 4

Using Routh's criteria, determine the lood condition which results in
an unstable terminal voltage.
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CHAPTER VI - SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES

6-1. Derive the quivalent, of (VI-16) for a two phase machine which has Z
distributed windings with magnetic axis displaced vr/2 radians and phase currents
in quadrature.

642. Diaw, to wale, the stator mmf diitributioM for -a two pole, two phase machine
at the following instants of time:

a) When "he current in phase o is zero
b) When the current in:Ohase413 ts zero
c) An Imbitrarily chosen instant not corresponding to a) or b).

6-3. 'Derive the equivalent of (VI.116) for a qphase machine.

6-4.. This problem is`concerned with analysis of a 2-phase synchronous machine
insteadilif The 3-phase machine of the text. Consider that the machine is idealized
and that there are 2 distributed windingsta and bton the stator, 1 in each phase,
v/Ith magnetic axes SKr apart. The saNentvole rotor 'has oply the main-field
winding f in the d axis ad no winding in the q axis. ,The angle from the,axisi of
phase a to the a axis is That from the phase b axis to the d axis is 8 + 270°
or, what amounts to the same thing, ö - 900.-

a) Was the flux-linkage equations in form corresponding to
equations VI-25 through V1-30.
b) Show that the dq transformation of variables is typified by

cos e sin

i
9

- sin e ' cos e
-,.

Alto write the relations for ia and ib in tertni of id, i and e. .

c) Show that the flux linkages are given.by

?tf = fif + Ldf id

d
=-1df 1f

-t L did

A
q

= Lqq

Also identify the d- and q-axis synchronous inductances Ld and L
in 'terms of Lao and La02.
d) Shov; that,EquationsNI-54, -55 and =51 dre correct for the
vol_Nges vf, vd and vci ih this case.

C.
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e) Show that the instantaneous power input to the 27phcile stator is:

P8 tar vdid vciiq

ShoW that motor torque is given by:

T = Ples (A - )
2 d q q d

6-5. A 2-pole synchronous motor hos a 24phase windihg With negligible resittance on
the rotoi. Its stator has s;:ilient polei with a field winding on the d axk having the
resistance rf and excited by a direct, voltage Vf. There is a short-circuitedostator

Iwinding in the q axis.
A re

The motor is running in the steady state, with balanced 2-phase kfoltages

given by:

applied to the rotor wi
rotor phase a is:

,
Vm sin tot and v6 = - V

m
cos 0, t

ings. The angle from the d axis to-the magnetic axis of

0 w t +

That between the phasi, b axis and the d aXis is 900 greater than this.

a. Show that the d- and ce-axis rotor currents into the motor are

given by;

C.

Lflf + Vm cos.d

to Ld
and i

V sin 6
Lci

Show that the motor torque is given by ,.
LfVfVm Vm

2(Ld r tq),
T = sin 6 - sin 2(5

-drf 2a? L L,
d q

Show that the..nhase c( rotor circuit is

ia r--- id cc se E iq sin fa--.
f

s
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6-6. A 2-pole synchronous machin with a uniform air gap has a..Y-connected 3-phase
b stator winding. The- stator windings have a synchronous inductance of 0.01 henry -per

ph4ase and negligible resistance. The rotor windinge.has an inductance of 20 henrys
-and a resistance of 10 ohms. It is connected ta voltage'iource of 100 volts.

, tie mutual indudtance between the rotor and a st.r-phase when their magnetic axes
are aligned. is 0.4 henry.

. 4
The machine is operating as a generaror under steady-state condit3/4ons delivering

power to a balanced 3-phase system at 1.0 power factor and 400 radians/sec angular
frequency. The terminal voltage of each phase is 2300 olts rms. What is 'Vile eleetrical

'power output of the generator in kilowatts7

6-7. A d-c shunt motor is mechanically coupld to a 3-phase cylindrtcal-rotor-synchronous
generator. The d-c motor is connected 'to p 0-v9lt constant-potential d-c supply, and
the a-c genefatir is connected to a 230-1volt line to line) constant-potential constant-
frequency 3-phase supply.. The 4-pole Y-connedted synchronous machine Is rated 50 kva,
230 yolts, andthas a synchronous reactance of 3.0 ohms per phase. The 4-pole d-c
machine is rated 50 kw, 230 volts. All losses are _to be neglected.

4tra. If the two machines act at a motor--generator set, receiving power
from the d-c mains and'delivering power to the a-c circuit, w hat is
the excitation voltage of the a-c machine In volts per phase (line to
neutral) when it delivers rated kva at 1:00 .power factor?

b. Leaving the field current of the a-c machine as in part a, what
adjustment can be made to reduce the power transfer (between a-c and
d-c) to zero? Under this conditiOn of zero power transfer what is the
armature current 'of the d-c Machine? What is the 'armature current`of the,
a-c machine?

c. Leaving the field current of the a-c machine as in parts a and b,
what adjustment can be made to cause 50 kw to be taken from the a-c
circuit and ,delivered to the d-c -circuit? Under these conditions, what
is the armature current of the do.c machine? What dre the magnitude *
and phase of the current of the a-c machine?

6-8. A-synchronous generator is connected to an infinte bus through two parallel
--phase transmission circuits each having a reactance of 1.2 per unit including

step-up and step-down transformers at each end. The synchronous reactance of the
generator (which may be handled on a cylindrical-rotor basis) is 1:8 per unit. All
resistances are negligible, aryl reactanCes are expressed on \the generator rating as
a base. The infinite-bus voltage is 1.00 per unit.

a. 'The power output and exeitation of the generator are adjusted so
that it delivers rated -current at 1.0 power factor at its terminals in the
steady state. Compute the generator terminal and excitation voltages, the
power output, and the reactariee power delivered to the infinite bus.
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b. The throttle of the prime mover is nOw adjusted so that there is
no power transfer between the generator and the infinite bus. The field
current of the generator is adjusted until 0.50-per-unit lagging reactance
kva is delivered to the infinite bus. Under these° conditions, compute the
terminal.and excitation ye;Itages of the geneNtor.'

c. The system is therr-returred to the operatinOconditions of Part a., One
of the two parallel transmission circuits is disconnected...bhipping the
circuit breakers at its.ends. The generator excitation is kept. constant:
Wil I the generator remain in synchronism? After comparing the deAred power
transfer with the maximum under these conditions, give an opinlbn .regarding
the adequacy of the transmission system.

40

6-9. A 2000 hp, 2,300-volt Y-connected 3-phase 60-cps 20-pole synchronous motor
has a sinchronous reactance of 8.0 ohms per phase. In this problem cylindrical-rotor
theory may be used All losses may be_ neglected.

a. This motor is operated from an infinite bus supplying rated voltage at
rated. frequ`ency, and its field excitation is.pdjusted so that the power factor
is unity when the shaft load is 'such as to require an input of 1500 kw. .1f
the shaft IOW is slowly increased/ with the field excitation held .constant,
determine the maxiinum torque (in pound-feet) that the motor can deliver.

b. Instead of an infinite bus, assume that the power supply is a 2500 kval-
2,300-volt,Y-connected synchronous generator whose synchronous reactance is
10.0 ohns per phase. The frequency is hell, constant by a governor, and the
field excittitions of motor and genemitor are held constant at the values
which result in rated terminal voltage when the motor absorbs .1500 kw at
unity- power factor. If the shaft load on the synchronous motor rs slowly
increased, determine the maxiMum torque (in pound-feet). Also'determine
the armature current, terminal voltage, and power :factor at the terminals
corresponding to thii maximum load.

c. Determine the maximum motor torque if, instead of remaining constant
as in part b, the field currents of Ate generator and motor are slowly
increased so as always to maintain rated terminal voltagi and unity pavor
factor while the shaft load is increased.

, 6-10. What per cent of its-rated output will a salient-pole synchronous motor delker
without lossiof synclworlism when the applied voltage is normal and the field excitation
.is,zero, if xd 0.80 per unit- and x = 0.50 per unit? Compute the per-unit armature
current at maxlmum power.

6-11. A salient-pole synchronous motor has xd = 0.80 and xq = 0.50 per unit. It
is running from-an infinite bus of Vt = 1.00 per unit. Neglect,all losses. What is,
the minimum per-unit excitation for wilich the machine will stay in synchronism withk
full.-load torque?

24
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6-12. Draw the block diagram for a generator connected to a zero-power-factor
lagging-lead. Consider for these purposes that the Idad may be represented by a
constant reactance xi.. (This may approximate the starting of a large motor, for

example).

6-13. A syrichronous generator is supplying power to a large system with its Jield.
current adjusted sd'that the armature current lags the termiml voltage:. Armature
resistance and leakage reactance may be neglected. .

The field carrent is now increased 10 per cent without changing the driving
torque of the prime mover. Qualitatively, what changes occur.in power output, in
magnitude and phase of the armature current, and in magnitude of the torque angle

? Explain by means of a phasor diagrams representing the flux and m"rf waves.

lf, instedd of changing the field current, the driving torque of the prime
mover is increased 10 per cent, what changes will occur?

6-14. A synchronous, motor is operating at half load. An increase in its field
excitation causes a decrease in-dimature current. Before the .increase, was the
motor delivering or absorbing logging reaCtive kva?'

6-15. The full-load torque angle 6 of a' synchronous motor at rated voltage and
frequency is 30 electrical degrees. Neglect the effects of anngture resistance and
leakage reactance. .-If the field current' is constant, how would the torque angle be

affected by the following changes in operating conditions?

a. Frequency reduced 10 per cent, load power constant
b. Frequency reduced 10 per cent, load torque constant
c. Both frequency and applied voltage reduced 10 per cent, load power constant
d. Both frequency and applied voltage reduced 10 per cent, load torque constant

6-16. 'Two small alternators of equal kva rating have per-unit synchronous reactances of
0:6 and 0.8, respectively, on the,alternator rating as a base. They are rigidly coupled
to the same prime mover and supply power in parallel to a line at rated ioltage and
frequency. Ignore saturation.

a." The coupling between the machines is such that their no-load
terminal voltages are in phase. What i the greatest power that can be
delivered to the line without exceeding the durrent rating of either
machine?

b. The coupling is nem readjusted dthat the machines can jointly
deliver a per-unit power of 2.0 without overload. What is the phase
angle between their open-circuit terminal voltages?

c. With constant excitation voltages and a governor having no speed-droop,
what per-unit current will circulate between the two alternators after dropping
the load tn (b)? Which machine will act as a matOr?

21



6-17. From the phasor diagram of an overexcited synchronous motor, show

Vt sin 6 - lora sin (f + 6 )
x9 la cos (f + 6)

From this relation, the saturated value of x can be measured
by measuting Vt, la, power, and 6. The torque angle 6 con

6-18. From the phasor diagram of an overexcited synchronous

tan
I x cos 0 + I r sin 0

Vt 4" la xq sine - la r
a

CQS

under actUai
be measured

.motor, show

23

that

load conditions,
with a stroboscope.

that

6-19. Derive an expression for the reactive power Q delivered to thi, infinite bus, in
'terms of the excitation voltage Vf, the bus voltage N; the reactances, Xd and Xq,

and the angle 6 . Neglect 'resistances, and-consider that lagging reactive power
delivered to the ,bus is positive. , ,

6-20. From the phasor diagram of a synchronous machine with constant synchronous
'reactance xs operating at constant terminal vottageVt and constant excitation voltage
Ef, show that the locus of the'tip of the armature-current phasor is a circle. On a
phasor diagram with terminal voltage chosen as the reference phasor indicate the position
of the center of this circle and its radius. Express the coordinates of the,center and

,the radius of the d rcle in terms of Vt, Ef, and xs.

6-21. Estimating prices for a 200-hp, 1,200-rpm synchronous,motor and control are
as follows, ,shaft-driven exciter included:

4

1.0-power-factor motor, $7,500
0.8-power-factor lead motor, $8,400 ,

Estimated full7load losses are 15 kw for the 1.0-power-factor motor and 16 kw for the
other: A proposed application calls for operation,at full load for 3,000 hr per year,
the motor being shut down the remainder of the tfme. The incremental power cost is

1.0 cent per kilowatthour, ard the total investment charges' are 19 per cent per year.,

What is the annual cost per reactive kva of the power-factor correction provided

by the 0.8 power-factor motor?

6-22. A synchronous motor has a per-unit synchronous reactance (which may be con-
sidered constant) of 0.80. It is operating at rated voltage with an excitation voltelge
1.3 times the terminal voltage. The armature power input is 0.50 per unit.

tte4' a.' Determine the power angle, per unit current, and power factor
of the motor.

b. For the same power input and terminal voltage, what is another value
of excitation whkh yieldsIthe same armature current?

20
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,c. Of the excitations irf (a) and (b),which -gives the higher efficiency
of 0.5 per unit power input? Whkh gives the higher efficiency at 1.0
power Input? Which ,gives the greater margin of stability? Whjch is
more likely to be use&in a practkal situation? Give reasons for all
answers.

6-23. A 3-pha;e synchronous generotor is rated 12,000 kva, 13,800 volts, 0.80 power
factor, 40 cps. What stiould be its kva and voltq6e rating' at'0.80,power factor and
50 cps if the field and armature copper losies are to be the 'same as at 60 cps? Ifits
voltage regulation at rated load and 60 cps is 18 per cent, what will be the value
of the voltage regulation at its rated load for 50-cps 'operation? The effect of
armature-resistance voltage drop on regulation mdy be neglected.

;'

6-24. A 300-hp 0.8-power-factor 2,300-volt;76 amp,60-cps,3-phase synchronous
motor has a dirett-connected exciter to supply its field current. For the purposes of
this problem, the efficiency of the exciter may be assumed constant al a value of
80 per cent. The synchronous motor is run at no load from a 2,300-volt 60-cps
circuit, with its field cUrrent supplied by its exciter, and the follovi ng readings taken:

th

Armature voltage between terminals = 2,300 volts
Armature current = 76.0 amp per terminal
Three-phase power ipput = 27.5 kw
Field .cutrent = 30.0 amp
Voltage applied t6 field tram armature terminals of the exciter = 300 volts

When the synchronous motor is loaded .so that its input is 76 amp at 0.80 power
factor and 2,300 volts between terminals, its field current is found to be 25 amp.
Under these, conditions, what is the efficiency, of the synchronous motor exclusive to
the losses in its exciter? What is the useful mechanical power output in horsepower?

6-25. A laboratory alternator is rated at 45 kva, 230 volts, 60 cps; '1,200 rpm,
3 phases and 0.80 power fcictor lagging and has the following open-circuit 'characteristic:.

One-to-line voltage, volts 0 180 220 260 300 340
4. Field current, amp 0 6.0 7.7 10.0 13.6 20.8

,The stator effective resistance is 0.027-ohm per phase, and the syrichronous
reactance, adjusted for the approximate degree of saturation present under rated con-
ditions, is 0.60 ohm per phase (both values for a y connection).

a. What.fiel d current is required for operation under.rated conditions?
'b. To what value will the terminal voltage change if the load is tirrown
off while the field current remains constant at the value in part a?

41b

2 7
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6-26. A 50-hp 230-volt 60-cps, 1,200-rpm 3-phase 80-percent-power-factor synchronous
motor has the open-Circuit chanictoristic given in 'Problem 6-25. The synchrOnous reactance
approximately-adjusted for satu4tion Can be taken as 0.60,ohm per phase (Y-connected).
Rotational lasses are 1,750 watts. Stator resistance is small compared.with synchronous

reactance, so that Its effects can be Ignored for present purposes.,

a. What field current is requireci for operation under to meplate conditians?

b. At what power factor will the motor oPerate if the shaft output is halved
while the field current remains constant at the value in part a? Consider the

rotational losses to remain constant.

The stator effective resistance 'of the motor is 6.027 ohm per phase (Y-connected) and
the' field resistance is 5.6ohms. Find the motor efficiency under (e) rated conciftions
and (d) half load.

6-27. Consider a salient, pole synchronous motor with reactances Xd and X per unit.
Assume the armature resistance is negligible. Derive, the general equations tlor calculating
the "V" curves. Write a computer program for this calculation. Calculate and plot the

curves for a machine where Xd 0.8,'Xq = 0.6 for connected shaft power of,
P = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.25 per unit.

6-28. Assume a cylindrkal rotor. synchronous generator connected to an infinitely
large system and that the, generator is supplying real power into the large system.
Discuss, using phasor diagrams, the relationship between reactive power flow and
excitation voltage.

6-29. An _idealized 2-pole 3-phase ynchronous machine
is being driven at.synchrOnous s91eed so that the angle from the axis of phase a to

tre d axis is (fat +ay:'

a. The ormatile termi Is are open-circuited, and the field is, excited
by a step-functiob voltage Vf. Find the expressions for the instantaneous
voltages of the armature phases and their d and.q components.

dA clX
d

b. Repeat a). if the transformer voltages, and g--2 are neglected.
dt t

c. Now consider that the Field circuit is closed and unexcited
(vf = 0), the initial field and armature cureents are zero, and vd = 0.
Neglect all resistances. At t 0, a sterfunction voltage vq(t). of
magnitude Vq is applied to the armature terminals. Find expressions
for the armatur currents id and iq and the field current if. Introduce
the transint Inductance L:d where appropriate.

6-30. A 3-phase turbine-generator is rated 323.8 kv (line to line), 110,000 kva.
Its constants, with reactances expressed in per unit on the machine- ratitig as a base,
aro

xd gi 1.10 x;t1 is 0.20 rd = 1.0 sec

28
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It is operating unloaded at a terminal voltage.of 1.00 per unit when a 3-phase short
circuit occurs at its terminals. Ignore the second harmonic, and, except in part f, the
d-c component in the short-circuit. current. Express numerical answers both in per unit'
and in amperes.

. What is the rms steady-state short-circuit curl-ent?

b. Write the numerical equation\for the instantaneous phase a current
as a function \of time. Consider the fault to occur when 00 = 900.
Because of the neglect of the d-c component, this is the symmetrical
short-circuit Current.

c. Write'the numerical equation for the enverope--of the short-circuit
current wave as a function of time.

d. Using the results of part 'c, Ate the numerical equatidh showing
how the rms value of short-Circuit current varies with time.

e. What value is given by the expression in(d) at t = 0? This is
known as.the. initial symmetrical Fms short-circuit current.

f. In part b, suppose the fault occUrs when the magnitude of 00 is
other than 90°. The value of ia at t = 0 would then be nonzero.
But since the phase a winding is a resistance-inductonce circuit, the
complete phase a current cannot change instantaneously from zero',
Hence a d-c component must be present in ia to reconcile the situation.
This coMponent dies away rapidly: Give the maximum possible initial
magnitude of the d-c component.

6731. A proposed scheme for regulating the output voltage Of a 5000-kva alternator,
is shown below. In addition to the alternator, the system includes a d-c exciter'
whose field excitation is obtained from theAutput of an amplifier. The input to the
amplifier is the difference between the set vglue of voltage Vi and the actual
output voltage V. The yesistance .and inductance of the exciter-field circuit
(including the output impedance of the amplifier) are ri and L. The generated
voltage of the exciter is k1 volts/amp in its field circuit. The\resistance and
inductance of the alternator-field circuit (including the exciter armature) are
r2 ond 12.- The alternator voltage is kl volts/amp in its field. For simplicity,
the linear rectifier required to change tile alternating voltage Vt to a direct
voltage for comparison with VI may be assumed to prodUce 1.0 volt d-c output'
per volt a-c input.

To examine the stability of the system, consider the alternator and 'exciter
are rotating at iated speed but that initially their fields are unTccited and Vi = 0.
The alternator Is Unloaded.

2 9
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a. Show that the response of the system to a suddenly impressed
of Vi is chamcterized by the differential equation
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Identify the time constantsn and 11%2 and the static sensitivity K in terms of the system
constants.

b. For a particular altemati and its excitation system, in = 0.4 sec,
and r2 = 1.0 sec.

The system is to regulate -within 0.5 per
to exceed 0.5 per cent of the set value

.undamped naturel angular4requencyq,
as a function of time.

cent; i.e., the steadritate error in Vt is not
V"

°
Determine the damping Constant , thet

and sketch the curve of the, responie t4tV

6-32. Derive an expression for the instantaneous electromagnetic torque as a function
of time after the occurrence of a 3-phase shoet circuit at the terminals of an unloaded
machine. Express the result in terms of the initial field current 1f0 and machine

constants such as L and L .
1. . .i . ---

... 6-33. Reciprocating loads such as compressors require a torque which fluctuates
periodically about a steady overage value. For a 2-cycle unit, the torque harmonics

, have frequencies in cycles per second which are multiples of the speed in- revolutions
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# .

. per second. When, as is commonly the case, the compressors are driven by,synchronous

thotors, the torque harmonics cause periodic fluctuation of the torque angle b and may
result in undesirably high pulsations of power and current to the motor. It is therefare
essential that, foe the significant harmonici, the e)ectrodynamic response of the motor

to be held toa minimum.

a. To Investigate the response of the motorlto torque harmonics, use
a lineariied analyiis similar to that yieraing equation V1-424. Let

Ti. =ATo +tit' since + ...ATn sin ton t1 .1

IDA Show the relationship between amplitude of oscillations of S band
the machine parameters.

c. Asturne a motor rated as follows:

200 hp, 2300 volt, 3 phase 60 cps 28 pole

4k
2 = 10500 lb-ft2 (motor and load)

ynchronizing power = 11.0 kw/electrical radians
Damping torque = 1770 lb-fr/mechanical radian per sec.

connected to a compressor load. The fundamental frequency torque'
oscillation amplitude is 580 lb-ft and at an angular velocity of
27.0 radians per sec.

d. Find the maximum deviation oiS .

,e. What 1s the putsation of synchronous power flow.

If a flywheel of wk2 = 18000 lb-ft is added to the shaft, how does it affect
the maximum deviation ofb' ?

6-34. The ideal conditions for synchronizina an alternator with 'an electrk power system
ar that the alternator voltage be the sathe as thdt of the system. bus in magnitude, phase,

and frequency. Departure from them conditions results in undesirable current and power

surges accompanying electromechanical oscillation of the alternator rotor. As long as the
oscillations are not too violent, they may be investigated by a lifrized ana lysis.

Consider that a 2,500-kw 0.80-power-factort25-cps 26-pole oil-engine-driven
alternator is to be synchronized with a 25-cps system large enough to be considered an

infinite bus. The Wk2 of the alternator, engine, and associated flywheel 4\750,000
lb-ft2. The damping-power coefficient Cd is 3,600 watts per ellctrical degree per
second, and the synchronizing-power coefficient Cs is 1.21 x 10' watts per electrical
degree. Both Cd and Cvmay be assumed to remain constant. In all cases bel
terminal voltage is adjusted to its correct magnitude. The engine governor is suJdently
insensitive so that it does not act during the synchronizing period.
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a. Consider that the alternatqr is initially adjusted to the correct speed but

that it is synchronized out of phase by 20 electrical degreq, with the alternator
leading the bus. Obtain a numerical expression for the eoiuing electro+chanical
oscillations. Atso"give the largest value of. torque exerted ,on the rotor during
the synchronizing period. ,Ignore losses; and express this terque as a percentage
of that corresponding to the nameplate rating.

I?. Repeat (A). with the alternator synchronized afthe proPer -angle but with
its speed 11tIally adjusted 1.0 cps fast.

c. Repeat (a) with the alternator initially leading the bus 6y 20 electrical
degrees and its speed initially adjusted 1.0 cps flirsi.

6-35. A M-cps synchronous alternator is driven by a four-cycle diesel engine. Owing,

to a misfire of one cylinder, a torque pulsation is produced every two revolutions o( the
machine. The pertinent data follow:

Alternatqr: 6,600 volts, 1,500 kva, 0.8 pf, 28 poles, 257 rpm;
angle S at full load = 30*

Mechanical system: Weight/61,000 kg; radius of gyration 0..95 rn

Would you anticipatP troublesome resonance effects?

6-36. 'In an industrial plant, load in the form of an air compressor is to be added.
The compressor drive motor will be 500 hp, 3 phasp, 460 volts, 60 cps. The average

load prior to installation is 3650 kw at 70(plr cent power factor lag. Because of the

rate structure applicable to the plant it is necessary to raise the power factor to 90 per
cent lagging..

The motor drive can be either induction or synchronous and an economic
evaluation of the use of induction, unity power factor or 0.8 pOwer factor leading
synchronous motors will be made. If the induction motor is used, static capacities
will be necessary. It may be necessary to use them with the synchrnous motors.

Cost of induction motor including control $ 6,700
Cost of unity pf synchronous motor, including control

and exciter $10,400
Cost of 80 per cent leading power factor synchronous
motor, including control and exciter $10,800
Power factor of induction motor 89% lag
Full load efficiency of all motors 90%

Cost of 460 volt capacitors $13/kva

32
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' All prices ore fob factory with freight allowed. Installation cOsts are 9%

--of the deliverod price of the induction motor, 12% of the price of the synchronous
mptor and $860 per kw sfo6r the capacitors.

Considering that all sequiprritenf has the KIMO useful life, which motor.: is
.. the-recommended buje?

14;
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CHAPTER VII POLYPHASE ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES

7-1. The stator of a JO pole, 3 phase squirrel cage induction motor is t'onnected to a
balanced 60 hz supply. For each of the following conditions - 1) at the instant of
starting, 2) _when rotor mechanical speed is 75% of synchronous speed and 3) at a slip
of 0.04 find the following speeds jn rpm:

. a) speed of the stator field with respect to a stationary reference
b) speed of the stator field with respect to the rotor
c) speed of the rotor fiel d with respect to 'a stationary reference
d) speed of the rotor field With respect to the stator field
e) Speed of the rotoefield with respect to the rotor

7-2. A two phase induction motor runs at very nearly 1000 rpm at no load and at
c,950 rpm at full load when energized 'from a 50 hz suPply.

a) how many poles has thie motor?
b) what is the slip at full load?
c) what is the frequency of the rotor currents?
d) what is the speed of the rotor field with respect to the rotor?
e) repeat the above for a slip of 8%.

7-3. A frequency-changer set is to be designed for supplying variable-frequency power to
induction motors driving the propellors on scale-model airplanes kg: wind-tunnel testing.
The frequency changer is a wound-rotor induction machine driven ty a d-c motor whose
speed can be controlled. The 3-phase stator winding of the induction machins is excited
from a 60. hz source, and variable-frequency 3-phase power is taken from its rotor winding.
The set must meet the following specifications:

Ouiput frequency range = .120 to 450 hz,
Maximum speed not to exceed 3,000 rpm
Maximum power output = 100 kw at 0.25 power factor nd 4

The power required by the induction-motor load drops off rapidly with decreas ng frequency,
so that the maximum-speed condition determines the sizes of the Machine

On the basis of negligible exciting current, losses, and voltage drops in the
induction machine, find:

a, The minimum number of poles for the induction machine
b. The corresponding maximum and minimum speeds
c. The kva rating of the stator winding of the induction machine
d. The horsepower rating of Os d-c machine
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7,-4. Electrical power is to be supplied to a 3-phase 25.hz system from a 3-phase
60 hz system thraugh a motor-generator set consisting of two directly .cokpled synchronous

machines. e 1,

a. What is the; minimum number of poles which the motor may have?
b. What is the minimum num4r of poles which the generator, may have?
c. At' what speed in rpm will the set specified in (a) and (b), operate?
d. Can you suggest a mote reasonable combipation (from the standpoint of,
number 'of poles) which might be possible if a gear ratio between generator

A'S

and motor is used?

7-5. in Europe, where .50 hz systems are universally used, the electrified railways
use power eat 16 2/3 hz; obtained fromtan induction type frequency copverter. Discuss

why this particular combination is advantageous.

7-6. An Electropult, (See Westinghouse Engr., September 1946, p. 161), based on the
induetion-mator principle may be-used for launching heavily loaded airplanes from short
runways. It consists of a launching car riding on a long track. The track is a developed
squirrel-cage winding, and the launching car, which is 1r2 ft I.ong, 31/2 ft wide, and only
5 1/2 in. high, Is?is a developed 3-phase 8-pole winding. The center-line distance
between adjacent poles is 12/8 = 1 1/2 ft. Power at 60 hz is fed to the car from
arms 'extending thwugh slots tfo rails below ground level. The car develops 10,0(X) hp
and can launch an airplane in as little as 4 sec over a 340-ft run.

a. What is the synchronous speed in miles per hour?
b. Will the car reach-this speed? Explain your answer.
c. ,To what slip frequency does a car speed of 75 mph correspond?
d. The resistance of the bars in the squirrel-cage track winding

diminish from a maximum at the start of the runway to a minimum
where the airpl9ne leaves the runway. Explain the purpose and
the effect of this construction.

e. As soon as the airplane is launched, direct current is applied to the
3-phase winding. Explain what the effect of this would be.

7-7. The stator of an unloaded 3-phase 6-pole wound-rotor induction motor' is connected
to a 60 hz source; the rotor is connected to a 25 hz source.

at"

a. Is a starting torque produced'?
b. At what speed will steady-state motor action result? (there

are two possible answers).
c. What determine at which of the two speeds in (b) the motor

will operate i a specific case?
d. Suppose now t at the rotor supply freqUency is varied over the

range 0 to 25 hz. Sketch cUrves showing motor speed in rpm as
a function of rotor frequency, interpreting zero frequency as
direct current.

e. What changes are made in the foregoing answers if the motor is
fully loaded instead of unloaded?
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7-B.-This problem is concrned with analysis of a 2-lphase induction machine instead

of the 3-phase machine. Synchronously rotating dq axis are still. used. There are,
however, 2 distributed windings a and b.on the stator, 1 i'n each phase, with the
magnetic -axis of phase b 90° ahead of the phase a axis in the direction of rotation.
There ar also 2 corresponding windings A and B on t he rotor, also with axes 90°

apart. At any instant of time, the axis of a rotor phase is displaced* the angle
0 2 from the axis of 'the corrspondingly lettered stator phase.

a. Write the phase-linkage equations cOrresponding to(VII-31) to
(VI I-36).

,

b. Show that the appropriate dq transformation of vaaables is typified
by the followtg-: a'

Rotor:

Id = ia cos co t + L sin tot

- ia sin cot + cos oit

i2d iA cos es + i sin es

i
'2q A

sin
s

+ iB c s

Also, write the reverse equations for phase variables in terms of dq variables.

c. Show that the dq linkage relations are still given by (VII-44)
through' (VI -47) ..

d. Show that'. the 'component voltage relations of (V.II-40) through
(VH-43) are correct.

e.. Show that the instantaneous power input to the 2-phase Stator is

= + v i
pl vldild lq lc!

F. Show that the motor torque is given by

T = &-I22 j I )
2 2q 2d 2d 2q

7-9. Equations (VIINO) through (VII-47) constitute the basic electrical relations in dq
variables for an induction machine with no zero-sequence currents. On the basis of
these equats, set up a .block diagram to.represent the electrical performance of t he
machine. The vaoltages viA and v, are signals to be ieceived from the stator supply
system. The slip angular velocity es = s is' either constant or a signel to be received
from a representation of the mealanics of the machine and the equipment coupled to
it% shaft. Constraints are placed on the rotor cOmponent voltages and currents, not only
by the machine, but also by the circuitry or equipment connected to the rotor terminals.

36
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7-10. Modify the block diagram of.Prob.. 7-9 so thal, it represents the squirrel cage
configuration (w1th a short-circuited rotor winding).

7-11. A 100-hp 3-phase Y-Iconnected 440-volt 60 hz 6-pole squirrel-cage induc'tion
motor has the following equivalent-circuit constarts in ohms per phase referred to the
stator:

r1 = 0.085

xi = 0.196

= 0.067

= 0.161

xi2 = 6.65 ,

No-load rotational loss = 2.7 kw. Stray load loss = 0.5 kw. The rotational and
load losses may be consiklered constant.

a. Compute the horsepower output, stator current power factor,
and efficiency at rated voltage and frequency for a slip of
3.00 per cent.

b. Compute the starting current and the internal starting torque
in pound-feet at rated voltage arLd frequency

7-12. A 50-hp 60 hz, 6-pole induction motor runs at a slip of 3.0 per cent,
at full -load. Rotational and stray load losses at full load are 4.0 per cent
of the output powmr. Compute:

a. The rotor copper loss at full load
b. The eleatromagnetic torque at full load, in newton-meters
c. The power delivered by the stator to the air gap at full load

4

7-13. A 100-hp 230-volt 3-phase Y-connected 60 hz 4-pole squirrel-Cage induction
motor develops full-lood internal torque at a slip of 0.04 when operated at rated
voltage and frequency. For the purposes of this problem rotational and core losses
can be neglected. Impedance data on the motor are as follows:

stray

V

Stator resistance ri = 0.036 ohm per phase
Leakage reactance x1 = x2 = 0.047 ohm per phase
Magnetizing reactance x12 = 15.5 ohms per phase .

Determine the maximum internal torque at
maximum torque, and the internal starting
Express the. torques in newton- 'meters.

rated voltage and frequency, the slip at
torque at rated voltage and frequency.

7-14. A 3-phase induction motor, at rated voltage and frequency, has a starting torque
of 180 per cent and a maximuM torque of 250 per cent of full-load torque. Neglect.
stator resistance and rotational losses, an:I assume constant rotoc resistance. Determine:

a. The slip at full load
b. The slip at maximum torque
c. The rotor currant at starting, in per unit of full loarrotor current
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7-15. A 100-hp 6-pol. 60 hz high-starting-torque 3-phase induction motor produces

rated horsepower at rated voltage and frequency with 10 per cenf slip. This motor

can develop 300 per,cent pull-out torque based on rated full-load torque.

.The motor is used to. dame a load requiring a torque directly proportronal to
speedi at 2,000 Tpm, the load forque is 700 lb-ft. Cora ider the torque-speed curve of
the dotor a straight One between 0 and 15 per cent slip.

a. Sketch the motor and load torque-speed characteristics to
approximate scale.,

b. At what speed will the ma or drive this load? ApPlied voltage
is rated value.

c. While the motor is driving t he same lood, the voltage aPplied
to the motor i raised 10 per cent. Show whether or not the
motor will be loaded beyond its horsepower rating.

d. The rotor is replaced by one having tWice the resistance per phase,
but identical in all other respects with the bld one. What will
be the motor speed with rated ,voltage applied to the motor?

7-16. When operated at rated voltage and frequency, a 3-phase squirrel-cage,
induction motor (of the design classification known as a high-slip motor) delivers full
load at a slip of 10 per cent and develops a maximum torque of 300 per cent of full-
load torque at a slip of 60 per cent. Neglect core and rotational losses, and assume
that the resistances and inductances of the motor are constant.

Determine the torque and rotor current at starting with rated voltage and
frequency. Express the torque and rotor current in per uni t based on their full-load
values.

7-17. A polyphase induction motor has negligible rotor rotational losses and is driving
a pure-inertia load. The moment of inertia of the rotor plus load is J mks units.

a. Obtain an expression for the rotor energy loss during starting.
Express the result in terms of J and thetsynchronous angular velocity

b. dbtain an expression for the rotor energy loss associated with reversal
from full speed formard by reversing the phase sequence of the voltage
supply (a process known as plugging). Express the results in terms of
J and ws

c. State and discuss the degree of dependence of the results in (a) and
(b) on the current-limiting scheme ithich may be used during starting
and reversal. (Neglect rotational and stray load losses andconsider
that acceleration is slow enough to permit application of -steady state
tfleory)

7-18. A 4-pole 440-volt 400-hp 3-phase 60 hz Y-connected wound-rotor induction
motor has the following constants in ohms per phase referred to the stator: xi=x,).055,
x = 2.23, ri = 0.0054, r2 = 0.0071. The motor is supplied at normal8termlnar
voltage through a series reactance of 0.03 ohm per phase representing a step-down
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transformer bank. It is fully loaded, the slip rings are s t circuited, and the efficiency
and power factor are 90.5 and 90.0 per cent, respec ely.

A 3-phase shbrt circuit occurs at the.high-tension terminals of the, transform&

bank. Determine the initial symmetrical short-circuit current in the Motor, and show how
it is clecremented.
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7-19. The folloWing test data apply to 50..hp, 2,300-volt 60-:hi 3-phase squirrel-cage
induction motor:

No-load Test at Rated Voltage ahd Fiequency:.

Line current = 4.1 amp
3-phase power = 1,550 watts

Blocked-rotor Test-at 15 hz

Line voltage = 268 volts
Line current = 25.0 amp
3-phase power = 9,600 watts
Stator resistance between line terminals = MO ohms
Stray load loss = 420 watts
CoMpute the stator _current and power factor, horsepower 'output, and

efficiency when this motor is.operating at rated voltage and frequency with a slip Of 0.04.

7-20. A450000 hp, 50 hz, 22 Pole wound-rotor induction motor is used to drive'a' wind-
tunnel fan: The power required to drive .the fan varies ds the cube of its speed and 4
50000 hp at 297 rpm.

The speed must be adjustable over a range of 297 to 37.5 rpm. If rotor-
resistance speed control is used, plot curves of the following variables as functions of
the speed in rpm:

a. Fan power, in kilowatts'
b. Power input to the motor, in kilowatts. Neglect stator copper,

-rotational, and stray load losses
c. Total rotor-circuit copper loss, in kilowatts.

7-21. A 220-volt 3-phase 4-pole 60 hz induction motor develops a maximum torque of
225 per cent of the full-load 'torque at a slip of 0.15 when operated at rated voltage
ahd frequency. The acival '13tor resistance (not the referred value). is 0.03 ohm per
phase. The stator resistance and rotational Josses can 6 e neglected:.

a. What external resistance in actual ohms should be inserted in each
phase of the rotor wincing in order to give maximum torque at starting?
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b. What is the slip at full load without the external rotor resistance?
Would this slip be Idrger, the some, "or smaller if the statOr resistance
were considered?

c. What are the slip and torque in per cent when the motor current has
its full-load value but resistances of 0.07 ohm are inserted in each
phase of the rotor cirouit?

d. What would be the maximum torque in per cent of the full-load
torque if the motor were connected to, a 200-Volt 50-hz sourbe?

220-velt 3-phase 4-pole 60-hz, 100-hp squirrel-cage induction motor takes a'
blocked-rotorturrent of 200 per cent and develops an Internal startino torque of'
16 per cent for an applied voltage 'of 30 per cent. A starting compensator is to be
purchased for this Motor. The starting compensator may be regarded as an ideal
3-phase step-down transformer connected between the supply line and the motor.
Determine the per cent starting torque if the starting compensator limits the starting
current in the supply line to 150 per cent orthe motor full-load current. The)upplr:
line voltage is 220 volts.'

7-23. An induction motor has a full voltage locked rotor current of 7.0 per 'unit.
It is desired to limit the maximum current, on starting, from the supply to 3 per cent.
Two schemes.are being considered - auto transformers starting or series reactance
inserted for current limiting. 4

a. What is the' transformer turns ratio required?
b. What is the per unit reactance required?
c. What is the ratio of starting torques developed in the two methods?

7-24. A 230-volt Y-connected 3-phase 6-pole 60-hz wound-rotor induction motor has
a stator-plus-rotor leakage reactance of 0.50 ohm per phase referred to the stator, 'a /
rotor-plus-load moment of inertia of 1.0 kg-m21 negligible loes6s (except for rotor
copper loss), and negligible exCiting current. It is connected to a.balanced 230volt
source and drives a pure-inertia load. Across-the-line starting is used, and the rotor-
circuit resistance is to be adjusted so that the motor brings its load from rest to
one-half synchronous speed in the shortest possible time.

Determine the value of the rotor resistance:referred to the stator cold the
minimum time to reach one-half of synehronous speed.
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